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New Officers

At the AGM on 29 November 2010 the following Officers were elected: 

President Jeremy Pratt
Senior Member Dr. Stephen Cameron (Keble)
General Secretary Stuart Nelson
Master Hannah Guggiari (Merton)
Treasurer Fergus Colquhoun (Trinity)
Secretary Rachel Prior (St Hildas)
Librarian Alexander Bucknell (Christ Church)
Steeplekeepers Simon Roberts (New College) and Sean Whitton (Balliol)
Webmaster Jessica Pumphrey (Magdalen)
Brookes rep. (vacant - no ringers this year)
CC rep. Mark Bell

The Vice Presidents were again re-elected en bloc: Quentin Armitage, Doug Beaumont, 
David Brown, John Camp, Ian W Davies, Peter Giles, Paul Mounsey, Donald Niblett, 
Dermot Roaf, Betty Robbins, Andrew Stubbs and Lester Yeo.

Bell Restoration Fund Trustees:
Senior Member and Treasurer ex officio
Andrew Stubbs
Christopher Poole

Mark Shepherd and Alex Byrne have been re-elected as Independent Examiners.

Life Members

The following have become Life Members:

Ben Benfold (Jesus 2007 - present)
Stephen Dann (Lincoln 2007 - present)
Robert Wallis (St Edmund Hall 2007 - present)
Timothy Hele (Exeter 2007 - present)

Newsletter Account  

There is just enough in the funds for probably one more postal Newsletter, assuming the 



General Secretary can find a suitable, unattended photocopier at work.  If you wish to 
contribute to its survival, please make your cheque payable to Stuart Nelson.  If you 
can  switch  from  a  paper  copy  to  an  electronic  copy,  please  do  so  (e-mail 
ousgensec@hotmail.com).

Meeting Dates in 2011

The Society's business meetings are held on Mondays, and customarily take place in 
Exeter College. Please confirm the venue in advance.
TGM dates - the first Monday in term:  Jan 17th, May 2nd and Oct 10th. 
AGM date – the last Monday in Michaelmas term:  Nov 28th. 

Society Ties

There is no exciting news from 2010 to report on the Society's ties.  There are still  
some remaining, and yet again the price is £3.00 each, available from the General 
Secretary.

Address List

The General Secretary maintains the Society’s address list of nearly 330 members. 
Over half are now on email. If you would like a copy of the list, either electronically 
or on paper, please ask.

Email addresses are held on the website and by the secretary, but the master list is 
maintained by John Camp for use on the bulletin board. 

23 members are currently lost.  If you can help us trace any of the following, we 
would be grateful:

Catherine Bannister,  Rosemary Clark,  Paul Crane,  Lindy Ellis,  Peter  Gray,  Andre 
Gren,  Sally Hawksworth, Douglas Hird, Anne Lambert, Andrew J Loveland, Jeremy 
McCabe,  James  Milford,  Melanie  Milan,  JD  Mozley,  David  Newman,  Simon 
Plackett, Nigel Sheppard, Richard Tapper, C Turnbull, AJ Vincent, Jonathan Wilson 
and Richard Wilson.

Please make sure you tell us if you change your email address!

The OUS Online

The OUS website can be found at  http://users.ox.ac.uk/~ouscr and the online peals 
database can be found at http://www.ouscr.org.uk/peals/.

http://users.ox.ac.uk/~ouscr
http://www.ouscr.org.uk/peals/


Residents' Review

Kirsty Monk, the immediate past Master, writes:

Ringing and Socialising has continued to be well supported by residents in Oxford 
over the past year despite the loss of a number of our more dominant members over 
the summer. Monday evening practices at St Thomas the Martyr have experienced a 
resurgence in popularity with the introduction of intermediate practices for last year’s 
learners focusing on call changes, plain hunt and the more basic methods. Tuesday 
practices continue to be well attended with a return to surprise ringing over the last 
term.  Pre-practice quarters have been executed with reasonable success and more 
muted success has been experienced at St Thomas the Martyr on Sundays.

The learners have been doing well and I am pleased to report that of the 173 signed 
up we still have 6 steady attendees (an attrition rate of just 97%), who are progressing 
admirably and are ringing rounds and call changes solidly.

I would like to extend my thanks to all those who continue to support practice nights 
at all levels.

Service ringing in term times has been well attended, with Stedman Triples being 
rung at Mary Mag most Sundays. Sunday Quarters at St Thos, as has been alluded to 
previously,  have  continued  to  take  place  with  a  success  rate  of  around  50% 
continuing the trends of the previous few years. Attendance has been an issue, but, 
with the continuing improvement of last year’s learners we hope for greater success 
in  the coming year.  Unfortunately,  SMV and St  Ebbe’s  have been largely  out  of 
action this year due to structural issues. It is hoped that St Ebbe’s ringing will be 
reinstated in the coming year with some gentle coaxing, but SMV looks like being 
inaccessible in the long term with only ‘essential’ ringing such as that of May Day 
being allowed, with this being withheld once the structural work on the tower begins 
in earnest. However, ringing will be resumed at SMV once the necessary work has 
been completed on the tower and the bells.

This year’s efforts at the freshers’ fair uncovered 5 current ringers who have been 
welcomed into the society and 1 more hesitant  addition who has been more of a 
spectre ringer. The addition of a sign pronouncing what the stall was for explains our 
increased success with sign-ups this year.

Peal ringing has been much stronger this year with 8 being scored, two of which were 
in memory of Stephen Ivin who sadly passed away. In contrast however, quarter peals 
were markedly less successful with only 32 being scored since 1 December 2009.

Termly outings have been well attended, although this year’s freshers’ outing had to 
be postponed to next term due to logistical issues. The joint outing this year was 
organised by the CUG and took place in London. The OUS managed to out-number 



the CUG once again and a good day’s ringing was had by all involved. Thanks go to 
Tessa  Beadman  for  her  organisational  efforts.  This  year’s  summer  outing  was 
organised by Hannah Guggiari and was based around the railways from Reading. 
This  was  again  well  attended  and  all  involved  had  an  enjoyable  day,  thanks  to 
Hannah for agreeing to co-ordinate the day.

This year’s OUS Dinner was again held at Harris Manchester College where we were 
treated to an excellent meal and very courteous staff. The Tour was also well attended 
with a broad range of towers available to ring at, my thanks are extended to all those  
involved in organising the tour and John Camp for agreeing to co-ordinate the week 
so expertly.

This  year's  SUA striking  competitions  were  held  in  London,  hosted  by  the  UL, 
unfortunately  the  OUS  lost  their  crowns,  despite  a  valiant  attempt  in  both 
competitions.  The  OUS  also  sent  a  band  to  compete  in  the  Tewkesbury  Shield 
competition and we were placed top of the university societies, although not top of 
the Oxford Societies. Thank you to all of those who helped make up our bands, we 
should be proud of our attempts

Finally, I would like to thank everyone who has contributed to the society this year 
both  in  terms  of  organisation  and  participation.  Without  its  members  the  society 
would neither  function as smoothly as it  does nor  be such a  dynamic and active 
community.

Kirsty Monk

OUSCR Annual Dinner 2011 

The 2011 annual dinner will be held at Harris Manchester College on Saturday 5th 
February, at 7 for 7:30pm. 

Tickets are now on sale for the dinner, priced at £53 each. This includes a white wine 
reception,  a  three  course  meal  (including  a  vegetarian  option)  with  wines, 
cheeseboard and port. The dress code is lounge suits or black tie. 

Menu 
Salad of Hot Smoked Salmon with Horseradish Dressing 

Braised Breast of Duck with Soy, Ginger and Sherry 
Chocolate Truffle Torte with Coffee 'Crème Anglaise' 

Cheeseboard 
Coffee and Chocolate 



The vegetarian alternative is: 

Quails Egg and Asparagus Salad 
Chestnut and Butternut Squash 'Pithivier' with Cranberry and Port Dressing 

Dessert et cetera as above. 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to pick and choose items from both the vegetarian 
and non-vegetarian options. 

Tickets are available from Hannah Guggiari, priced at £53 each. Please send cheques 
payable to "OUSCR Dinner Committee",  with a stamped addressed envelope and 
details of any dietary requirements or seating preferences to: 

Hannah Guggiari 
Merton College 
Oxford 
OX1 4JD 

For any other questions please contact hannah.guggiari@merton.ox.ac.uk.

Other events over the weekend:

Friday 4th February: 
Pre-dinner drinks at the University Club.

Saturday 5th February: 
Peal attempts at Mary Mag and St Thos in the morning; 
General ringing in the afternoon;
White wine reception at Harris Manchester College at 7pm; 
Dinner at Harris Manchester College at 7:30pm.

Sunday 6th February: 
Service ringing at St Thos at 9am;
Service ringing at Mary Mag at 10am; 
Coffee at 10:30am.

Annual Tour 2011

Robert Sworder is organising the 2011 Tour, which will be based in Melksham, near 
Bath.  As Easter falls extremely late in 2011 the Tour will take place two weeks early, 
from Sunday 10 April to Thursday 14 April.

Details  remain  to  be  finalised,  but  the  pattern  for  the  week should  be  along  the 
following lines:



Sunday: possibly ringing at Melksham; refreshments;
Monday: Bath (including the Abbey);
Tuesday: South of Melksham (Trowbridge, Edington, Westbury, Bradford-on-

Avon);
Wednesday: Further south (Beckington, Marston Bigot, Mells, Buckland Dinham);
Thursday: East (Devizes, Bishops Cannings, Calne).

As  usual,  accommodation  will  be  arranged  at  a  local  hotel  for  the  more  mature 
members, and on a church hall floor for the students.  

More details will be available closer to the date – in the meantime any questions 
should be addressed to Robert (rsworder@googlemail.com).  The current plan for the 
Tour, subject to change, can be found on Google Maps at http://tinyurl.com/3xy6x3z.

Peals

2010 saw a landmark event in OUS peal ringing. 128 years after the first peal for the 
Society, the 1000th, Bristol Surprise Royal, was rung at Mary Mag. Peter Giles gives 
a brief analysis of these 1000 peals below. Other point from footnotes in this year's 
peals  include  three  peals  remembering  Stephen  Ivin,  a  young(ish)  band  ringing 
Cambridge  Maximus  at  Reading  and  the  naming  of  Parson's  Pleasure  Surprise 
Maximus at Christ Church. The number of members available for the regular Monday 
evening peals at St Thos has been steadily falling so if anybody would like to get 
involved in these then I can be contacted through the General Secretary.

Simon Bond

A Thousand peals for the OUSCR.

On April 22nd 2010 the OUS finally rang its one thousandth peal. This may seem like 
slow progress  for  a  society  which was founded in 1872,  but  its  history  is  rather 
different from that of territorial societies founded at much the same time. As above all 
an undergraduate society, its peals reflect the relatively low and varying numbers of 
resident members, and for most of the years 1887 to 1920 the society did not exist at  
all. It has also been happy to ring peals with non-members even at the cost of its own 
totals.

The first four peals were all Stedman Triples at Drayton, rung in 1882, 1884, 1886 
and 1903. All were conducted by Revd FE Robinson, who had been up at Oxford 
before the society was founded. It was not until 1931 that a peal was rung by all 
junior members, who savoured Bob Minor at St Ebbe’s in exactly 3 hours. The total 
in 1939 was still just seven.

http://tinyurl.com/3xy6x3z
mailto:rsworder@googlemail.com


The band that rang the thousandth OUS peal:l-r Henry Coggill, Andrew Stubbs, Doug Beaumont,  
Nigel Herriott, Peter Giles, Mark Bell, Jeremy Pratt, Chris Poole, Martin Cansdale, Simon Bond.

Surprisingly, it was the war which was the making of the OUS. John Spice came up 
in 1939, very keen on handbell ringing. As a cheap, safe, indoor, essentially English 
activity this attracted widespread enthusiasm and a burst of new recruits, and the war 
years saw 82 peals rung, many in multi-method plain major. In 1945 alone, 35 were 
scored. Inevitably, totals still vary a lot depending on the current residents, but quite a 
few years have seen over 20 rung, the peak being 46 in 1975 and 53 in 1976 when 
David Brown and Paul Mounsey were up and there were talented bands on both 
tower and hand bells. (In the four years 1973 to 1977, 21 resident members rang a 
peal of London S Royal, although not all were for the society.)

It took until 1946 to reach the one hundredth peal, but 250 came in 1956, and 500 in 
1975. This was a resident peal of 23 spliced – at Drayton. The next 500 took a mere 
35 years more!

Many of the peals, particularly the older ones, were on six, or of Plain Bob. There 
have now been 244 of minor (56 of Bob Minor) and 94 of Bob Major. The nine peals 
of 23 spliced have been rung by substantially different bands, mostly resident-based. 
What has changed recently is the pattern of towers used. Before St Thomas were 
remodeled in 1993, 567 tower bell peals were spread over 183 towers, but with such 



first class facilities now always available at both St Thomas and Mary Mag, it is not 
surprising that of the 174 peals ring since 1993, 103 have been at St Thomas, 30 at 
Mary Mag and only 41 at 33 others. In these periods, the number of six-bell peals has 
also dropped from 184 to just 6.

Incidentally,  the  most  exotic  location  for  an  OUS  peal  is  the  Fighting  Vehicles 
School, Almednagar, Bombay in 1945!

With activity spread over such a long time, and with a concentration on resident 
ringing, no one has rang a very large number for the OUS. Paul Mounsey has rang 
205, David Brown 188, Peter Giles 162, Andrew Stubbs 130, John Spice 112 and 
Mark Bell 97. On tower bells, Peter Giles leads with 162, and in hand John Spice 
with 82. The leading conductors are David Brown with 132, John Spice 82 and Paul 
Mounsey 68.

It was fitting that the thousandth should be at the society’s home tower of Mary Mag, 
with ringers representing periods of the society from 1958 to 2008, and three grand 
old veterans from the 500th peal of 1975.

Peter Giles

St Cross 

The  newsletter  of  2006  bore  exciting  news  of  forthcoming  (and  much-needed) 
restoration  work  at  St  Cross.  Much  derided,  the  bells  had  become  increasingly 
difficult to ring and maintain. At the same time they provided a useful opportunity for 
the Society to ring on six and give learners experience of some real-world ringing 
away from Mary Mag and St Thos. The appeal launched demonstrated how fondly 
members remember ringing at the tower, this being borne out by the generosity of 
donations. Sadly, this newsletter must tell a very different end to the story. 

In 2007, as the committee were looking for a date to start the work, we discovered 
that the church had applied for redundancy. With the congregation dwindling and 
those remaining becoming as decrepit as some of the ringing fittings this was perhaps 
inevitable. Nevertheless it was a major blow for Oxford ringing. The project was put 
on hold while the future of the building was determined. By July 2008 it became 
apparent that Balliol College had secured a 999 year lease on the building for use as 
an archive storage facility. The plans for the necessary development precluded any 
possibility of the bells being rung. 

Together with the Oxford Society, and in particular David Lane, work began to secure 
the future of the bells elsewhere. Moving the bells was never going to be easy. The 
church is grade 1 listed and, despite the redundancy, the diocese retains some control. 
With  the  support  of  Balliol  the  two  Societies  began  applying  for  the  necessary 
permissions in time to fit with the tight schedule for the building work and fitting out 



required  before  the  church  could  start  its  new  life.  Anyone  who  has  dealt  with 
planning  agencies  will  know  how  much  work  is  involved.  David  Lane  did  an 
enormous amount of work and soon all we could do was sit and await the decision on 
Listed Building Consent. In a summer that saw high profile refusal of consents for 
work on installation at Malvern and Hanley, St Cross seems to have attracted little 
interest. Such it was on 10th September when the decision of the planning council 
was quietly made public. 

Despite last minute developments including finding a potential home for the bells in 
Oxford, consent for removal was refused. The grounds were given as follows: "The 
bells are considered to have such high historic association and interest as to merit  
preservation in the church that is their original setting. The removal would result in a 
reduction in the significance of the church as a heritage asset. The bells have high 
historic value intrinsically and as a full ring. The permanent removal of the bells is 
not justified." Clearly this is a huge blow for the OUS and Oxford ringing as a whole. 

In a year that has seen ringing restricted at SMV and St Ebbes for varying mechanical 
reasons (or lack of them, but that's another story...) it is sad to think that a perfectly 
serviceable, if tricky, ring of six will now remain silent indefinitely. While Balliol has 
taken  on  responsibility  to  maintain  the  bells,  it  seems  unlikely  that  they  will  be 
ringing again for a very long time.

Simon Bond

St Mary the Virgin

As many will  know, the gudgeon on the 4th at  SMV broke a while  back,  and a 
subsequent report by Whites of Appleton recommended that in addition to replacing 
the broken gudgeon, the whole ring would benefit from a complete rehang with new 
fittings throughout.  It was suggested that the bells could also benefit from tuning.  

A very substantial restoration project for the whole building is currently in advanced 
planning stage.  At the suggestion of the Vicar, The OUS and the OS have discussed 
the position of the bells in relation to the whole project with the appointed Project 
Manager,  and  we  are  maintaining  contact  during  the  planning  phase.   The  main 
church restoration is the subject of an application for funding to the heritage Lottery 
Fund, and detailed plans have been submitted to the HLF in addition to the DAC and 
Planning Authorities.  

The overall works include works on the tower, and it has been suggested that the bells 
be removed during that work (for safety) and that while out, the necessary works on 
the bells could be carried out.  In view of the listed status of two of the bells, it is not  
proposed to retune, but merely to rehang with new fittings throughout.  Although 
specific Faculty Application for the work on the bells has not yet been submitted, the 
works are included in the overall design plan submitted to the DAC with the White’s 



Report attached.  Decisions on funding are expected in February 2011, and it is only 
after that that the detailed planning can commence.  

It is unlikely that the work on the bells will be covered by the HLF funding, so some 
independent fund raising will almost inevitable be needed.  The OUS and the OS 
have both indicated a willingness to seek to raise funds for the bell work, the overall 
cost of which is likely to be of the order of £30,000.  A further meeting with the 
Project Manager will take place, probably in the spring of 2011, once the major HLF 
funding position is clear.  In the meantime, the five ringable bells continue to be rung 
on appropriate occasions.

Jeremy Pratt

Obituary

Stephen Ivin (Merton 1956-59) died on 7 January 2010.  The following is extracted 
from the obituary by Steve Stanford which appeared in the Ringing World:

Stephen Ivin, who died aged 72, was without doubt one of the greatest ringers of his 
generation. Not only did he possess very considerable abilities in performance – as a 
composer,  conductor  and heavy-bell  ringer  –  but  he  was equally  a  master  of  his 
instrument, with very extensive theoretical, technical, and practical knowledge of the 
tuning, dynamics, and hanging, of bells; subjects in which he was widely recognised 
as an authority, and on which he was often consulted.

Beyond  this,  Steve  was  a  very  effective,  if  sometimes  controversial  leader.  His 
tremendous achievements during the 60s and 70s at St Paul’s Bedford in developing 
and leading one of the finest Sunday Service bands of the day, followed by equally 
impressive developments of the bells and ringing in Oxford, from the mid 80s until 
the time of his death, will be a lasting and fitting tribute to him. In these places in 
particular, he inspired and positively influenced the lives of many ringers whose fond 
memories  of  him,  and the  good times that  they have shared with  him,  are  often 
enhanced by legendary stories of his sometimes outrageous behaviour!

Alan Ainsworth, who conducted the record length (16,368) of Cambridge Surprise 
Maximus at Birmingham Cathedral in 1965 in which Steve rang the 9th, refers to, 
“his ability to lift a piece of ringing from mediocrity to the sublime but also to give 
offence  by  a  harsh  comment”,  and  Anthony  Smith  describes  how at  Bedford  he 
“moulded a disparate group of ringers into a first class band – he knew how to get the 
best out of each of us, a stern rebuke here and gentle encouragement there.” John 
Loveless recalls him ringing the 35cwt tenor at St Mary-le-Tower, Ipswich to a peal 
of Cambridge S Maximus. “This stands out as probably the finest display of heavy 
bell ringing I’ve ever witnessed, produced by a true artist and craftsman at work. No 
one could have bettered his performance that day.”



And Paul Mounsey adds, “He was a superb heavy bell ringer, though he could ring 
with  equal  precision  anywhere  in  the  circle,  and  he  was  a  most  accomplished 
handbell ringer. I think he suffered like many people of great brain power from a sort 
of “butterfly” mind – he could not concentrate long enough to avoid silly method 
mistakes, but he could equally keep the rest of the band on the line even if he was lost 
himself.”

Indeed, Steve inspired and had a profound influence on later generations of ringers, 
although few of  them will  succeed  in  emulating  his  all-round abilities  in  artistic 
performance, engineering, and leadership. It is perhaps because of this very rare, if 
not unique, combination of talents that Paul Mounsey described him as, “the greatest 
ringer  of  his  generation” in  an appreciation  delivered to  a  meeting  of  the ASCY 
shortly after his death.

Steve Ivin was born on 21st December 1937 in Northampton and spent his childhood 
years in Houghton Conquest, Bedfordshire.  He was taught to ring in about 1946 at 
the age of eight by Willie Watts, the local tower captain, and he soon came under the 
influence  of  Eddie  Jeffries  whose  green-grocer’s  shop  in  The  Broadway  was 
conveniently close to Bedford School where Steve was a pupil.

Steve rang his first peal, aged 11, on 26th August 1949 at Stagsden, the treble to Plain 
Bob Minor.  His qualities as a ringer, conductor, and composer were clearly evident 
from an early age. A hand written notebook dating from 1951, when he was just 13, 
contains 88 compositions, many of Plain Bob Major, but also Little Bob, Yorkshire, 
Ashtead, Cornwall, Rutland, Double Norwich, and the jewel in the crown, number 48 
dated 19/10/54, a 5184 of London S Major with “the extent of 4, 5, 6, in 5ths and 
6ths” and every course called In and Fifths. This was to be the foundation for future 
work.

Although not  included in  the  notebook,  Steve’s  simple  three  part  composition  of 
Bristol S Major, composed when he was just 18, was first rung at Felmersham on 
September  29th 1956 conducted by Mark Lancefield.  It  remains one of  the most 
frequently rung compositions of Bristol and of Surprise Major and is a fine example 
of the logical clear thinking and structure associated with much of his work, not only 
in composition, but also evident in other aspects of his life.

Steve won a scholarship to Merton College in October 1956 to read Classics. His 
time at Oxford was, however, to have a rather unconventional finish, when after three 
years,  a  respectable  academic record,  and having just  been elected Master  of  the 
Oxford University Society, he decided to leave. As Steve recounts in John Spice’s 
history of the OUS:
“My lack of motivation in the classics together with my obsession with ringing made 
it  rather  unlikely that  I  should find anything of  interest  in the College/University 
context … In retrospect, I should have got out of Lit. Hum. and into something more 
tangible … I was now in college under false pretences and I decided to bail out … 



From the ringing point of view it was a stimulating three years. I had ample time to 
spend on the study of compositions and a search for new ideas. In those pre-computer 
days a vast amount of information had to be absorbed, and new lines of investigation 
could carry me away for hours.”

It  was  during  his  time  at  Oxford  that  Steve  developed  his  passion  for  London 
Surprise Major. “In such company (referring to Bill Jackson and Donald Niblett) I 
was able to ring my first peal of London Surprise Major when the residents were 
augmented by Shirley Rymer and Peter Border, who conducted. This was my first 
encounter with Peter who was to become a great friend and was later to be Best Man 
at my wedding. How kindly and gentle a nature lay behind the forbidding – even 
intimidating – façade of the conductor soon became apparent. His trenchant and fairly 
monosyllabic comments on London compositions – then dominated by the In and 
Fifths productions of Gabriel Lindoff – led to my own intensive research. Practically 
anything I produced, Peter would get rung fairly rapidly in Birmingham. As a result 
London rose quite dramatically in the annual peal analysis.”

Steve’s pioneering work led him to discover the truth of bobbed courses with 5 and 6 
in 5ths and 6ths, and this paved the way for a series of compositions by him and 
others that increasingly exploited the method’s hitherto under-rated musical qualities. 
Remembering  Steve’s  early  days  as  a  composer  Roger  Baldwin  writes:
“He was one of the foremost  composers of his  day,  producing compositions in a 
variety of Surprise Major Methods. He was an early pioneer of the combination roll 
up, if not the inventor, and he brought new insights to both new and more familiar 
methods. All of this was before the days of computers, and Singles were frowned 
upon, so tackling methods with tricky falseness was a challenge. However, he did 
open up new possibilities in London with his pioneering peal using s3, s5, leaving it 
to others to develop this area.... Stephen also composed many peals of London Royal 
and Bristol Royal. Most of these remain unpublished, because he thought them too 
trivial I think”.

Christine Darby, who went up to Oxford shortly after  Steve,  remembers his time 
there:
“Joining the OUS, he very quickly became instrumental in enlarging the range of 
methods rung by the Society to include a varied repertoire of Surprise Major, and on 
13th  May  1958  a  band  of  residents  rang  a  peal  of  12-Spliced  Surprise  Major, 
conducted by Stephen. Fifty years ago this was a quite remarkable achievement. The 
band was Jim Pailing, Roy Stoddard, Dermot Roaf, Donald Niblett, Robin Hodgson, 
Colin  Taylor,  Robin  Pittman  and  Stephen  Ivin.  On  6th  May  Stephen  conducted 
Cambridge Surprise Royal at Appleton, recorded as the first such by a resident band 
at any university.

The stories of his conducting prowess in peals are legion. Colin Taylor tells of his 
miscalling of a peal at St Ebbe’s about halfway and saying “Keep ringing, I’ll splice 



in something else.” At the end it was “Hold on – I’ll just have to check it wasn’t 
false”. A few minutes on the back of an envelope, and, “Yes, it’s fine.”

Donald Niblett,  another  of  the Spliced Major  band who was doing post-graduate 
research when Stephen came up, remembers a less well-known side of him. One of 
his hobbies was sewing ecclesiastical vestments; when Donald obtained his doctorate 
(thereby automatically becoming an M.A. as well) it was Stephen who turned his 
B.A. gown into an M.A. one:
“Steve was hard to classify, definitely his own man, very entertaining and a master of 
the one-liner, delivered with that grin we can all picture. Some found him brusque; he 
certainly didn’t suffer fools gladly, and those who weren’t meeting his standards in 
the tower were never left long in doubt about it!”

Steve  and  Avril  first  met  at  a  Bedford  District  December  meeting  at  St  Peter’s 
Bedford,  in  the  early  50s,  introduced  by  Bryan  Pattison.  They  continued  their 
courtship between Oxford and Leicester where Avril was studying Domestic Science, 
and they were engaged in June 1958. Married on August  13th 1960 at Houghton 
Conquest, their wedding was commemorated by a peal of Four-Spliced S Major at 
Woburn later in the day, conducted by Peter Border (This was also Jim Taylor’s 50th 
peal). They began their married life in Houghton Conquest, later (in 1968) moving to 
Aspley Guise. They were married for almost fifty years and were a wonderful couple, 
very supportive and devoted to one another. This was clearly evident on the frequent 
occasions that I had the privilege to stay with them, and perhaps even more so during 
the final years when Avril nursed Steve through his final and very difficult period of 
illness.

Steve was first listed as a ringer at St Paul’s, Bedford while still an undergraduate at 
Oxford,  in  1957,  and on his  return  in  1960,  he  took over  (not  entirely  amicably 
according to some accounts) from Sid Foskett, with Avril as tower secretary. At that 
time there was a young and capable band and several local band peals were rung; 
mostly Grandsire Caters, and with occasional outside help, the basic Surprise Major 
methods.

By 1964 however, with job moves and national service postings, only five members 
remained, and it was at this time that Steve set about re building the band virtually 
from the ground up. He often recalled that it was a tough struggle, with the usual 
church and tower politics to address.

He instigated the re hanging of the bells in 1966 and also the subsequent installation 
of sound control, creating the opportunity for more and easier ringing. Eddie Jeffries 
used to say that prior to this, “They were so loud you could ’ear ’em in Luton”.

By today’s measures Steve’s approach in the belfry (the same people ringing the same 
bells to the same methods with a relentless attention to striking, rather than method 
complexity and repertoire) might be considered rather conservative, and modern day 



management theorists would doubtless be disparaging of his leadership style; yet at 
Bedford he succeeded in identifying and making opportunities for a generation of 
very capable young (and some not so young) ringers, creating one of the top Sunday 
Service bands of the day. Few were licensed to ring anywhere in the circle.

Sunday service ringing, more than peal ringing, was always the primary objective. 
There were not many, if any, Sundays without an hour of quality ringing for both 
services.  Three straight  courses of  Surprise  Royal was often the standard Sunday 
morning  fare;  Cambridge,  London  and  Bristol,  interspersed  with  Grandsire  and 
Stedman Caters. Beyond this, there were forays into less widely rung methods such 
as York, Bushmead, London No.1, Clyde, and Wimborne Surprise Royal, all rung by 
the local band to peals during this period.

Peals were rung for services or replaced the practice, with ringers mostly drawn from 
the  Sunday  service  band  and  Monday  night  regulars,  and  primarily  aimed  at 
improving the quality of the ringing. Steve was highly effective in identifying people 
with potential and sufficient ambition, and in encouraging the best from them. All 
were very capable, yet few were well known or prolific beyond the Bedford area; and 
only one or two of them have subsequently become so. Occasionally, if the practices 
became rather too popular with the “wrong people”, a peal was quietly organised 
without informing them. 

Mark Regan remembers:
“Stephen Ivin was terrifying and inspiring. Ringing at St Paul’s Bedford in the early 
1970s was special.  As an enthusiastic youngster I was fortunate to ring there and 
come under Stephen’s tutelage … The reputation, the expectations, the stories and the 
standards made it ‘the place’ to ring. I went there barely able to ring the treble to Bob 
Doubles, however, Stephen took an interest in me and within a few months I rang a 
peal of Cambridge Royal. Stephen was enormously generous and kind to a group of 
youngsters whom he encouraged and cajoled into semi decent ringers. What fun we 
had, especially the evening beers at the White Horse with grown up members of the 
band.”

Steve’s  approach  is  also  nicely  summarised  by  David  Stanford  who  says:
“I particularly recall from this period a quarter peal of Grandsire Triples, possibly my 
first on an inside bell. I struggled to get to grips with being in the hunt but Stephen 
soon fixed that. The first three or four occasions I failed to stay in the hunt he gave a 
gentle reminder, increasing in volume each time. Inevitably a limit was reached and 
Stephen deemed a more assertive instruction to be necessary. At volume he bellowed 
“David get in the ******* hunt!” I made no further mistakes thereafter and at the end 
of the quarter peal a grin and a “well done“ from Stephen was enough to put me at 
ease and a reminder to do my homework in future! I still sometimes forget that I am 
in the hunt when ringing Grandsire and on realising, I vividly recall Stephen on that 
occasion. It reminds me to always do my best. Steve’s frustration would have come 



from the fact that he knew I could do better. That was Stephen’s approach, getting the 
best from people and improving it”.

Chris Pickford adds:
“The  success  Steve  enjoyed  at  Bedford  owed  a  great  deal  to  his  patient 
encouragement, careful coaching and personal support for individuals – and by no 
means just from the shouting and castigation for which he became rather far famed. 
He had a natural talent for spotting ability and bringing people on. He fostered a 
generation of youngsters – the likes of Steve Stanford, Jeremy Piron, Ian Harris and 
Mark  Regan  –  but  also  provided  opportunities  for  his  seniors  –  people  like  Alf 
Rushton, Ron Sharp, Arthur Gibbs, Bob Piron and Bryan Sims – to perform beyond 
the limits of their own horizons. Woe betide those whose ringing fell short of the 
required standards of concentration, effort, or striking.

“During one Monday night peal a bit of a fire-up started. Just as Steve was starting to 
sort it out, one ringer misguidedly caught the sally with one hand – only the once – 
but it was noticed. Never mind the fire-up, Steve let him have it with both barrels: 
'You can’t ring properly with two hands, let alone one …', 'no time to muck about 
when others are going wrong' – before calmly putting us all right.

“This  was  pretty  fearful  for  those  on  the  receiving  end  –  although  amusing  (if 
cautionary  too)  for  the  rest  of  the  band.  But  although  the  fuse  was  short  –  the 
explosion often strong – the recovery time was quick too. Laughter often followed, 
even after the now famous 'clock smashing' incident after the loss during the final 
course of  an early local  band attempt  for  Bristol  Royal  when – according to  the 
primary culprit who liked to tell the story against himself – Steve returned to the 
ringing room after cooling down a little, and joked: 'I suppose I’ll have to buy a new 
one'. The pendulum, incidentally, still hangs on a nail in the ringing room.” A lasting 
testament and memorial!
Steve’s approach to peal ringing mirrored his approach to Sunday Service ringing and 
was  unvaried;  quality  in  preference  to  quantity,  practice  through  repetition  of  a 
limited,  although  still  fairly  ambitious  repertoire,  and  careful  band  selection  and 
placing. Inevitably there was a relatively high risk of failure if these objectives were 
not achieved; this being reflected in his fairly modest (by today’s measures) peal total 
of 1,523, an average of just 26 a year with 104 in 1972 being his most active year.

Standing amongst the more notable of Steve’s peal ringing achievements must be the 
‘London  peal  weeks’  that  he  organised.  Martin  Major  recalls:
“I was privileged to arrange a peal week in Leicestershire in September 1973 during 
which we rang ten peals of London Major, two a day from Monday to Friday and 
Stephen conducted all of them with different compositions.”

It was at around this time in the early 70s that the idea of augmenting Bedford to 
twelve was first mooted, but it was not until 1978 that the dream was to be realised, a 
project  that  was  master  minded and to a  large  extent  funded by Steve  and other 



members of the band through the Stephen Ivin bell fund, that he established as a 
charity  to  finance  this  and  other  projects  with  which  he  was  associated.  These 
included the recasting of 5th and 7th bells at Husborne Crawley, the re-hanging and 
augmentation at Kempston, and the augmentations at Henlow and Ampthill, amongst 
others. There are of course numerous Bedfordshire towers that benefited from advice 
and general improvements that Steve carried out.

At Steve’s memorial service Chris Pickford said:
“Perhaps the best tribute to Steve from his Bedford days is the affection and respect 
with which he is still held by members of the old band. Now dispersed to other parts  
of the country, there is still a strong sense of belonging to Steve’s band – and good 
ringing, laughter, and camaraderie whenever we get together. Thirty years on, and 
that’s some legacy!”

Yet  despite  all  this,  Steve  had  become  a  little  disillusioned  –  also  with  a  daily 
commute to work for Blackwells in Oxford – and early in 1980 he and Avril moved to 
Leafield just outside Witney in Oxfordshire. He agonised about how to leave matters 
in Bedford – I remember that we had several discussions about it  – and it was a 
difficult  time  for  him personally.  More  than anything he  wanted  the  ringing and 
availability of the bells that he had worked so hard for, to continue for those he was 
leaving  behind.  It  was,  of  course,  the  result  of  almost  two  decades  of  very 
considerable effort and personal sacrifice. Here he succeeded too, at least for a time.
 
Chris Pickford completes the story:
“It  was  when  Steve  and  Avril  left  Bedford  for  Leafield  that  the  extent  of  his 
contribution  to  Bedford  and  Bedfordshire  ringing  became  clear.  Their  departure 
created  a  huge hole.  Indeed  the  local  band at  Bedford  decided –  very  wisely  in 
hindsight – that instead of having a single successor, the work that Steve had done 
should be shared by three people. (Martyn Marriott, Martin Major, and Chris). For all 
of us it was a daunting challenge all the same. The result, was that for well over a 
decade Steve’s legacy lived on, and Bedford ringing continued to flourish – not only 
with local peals of Bristol Maximus and methods like Cantuar and Newgate, but also 
in terms of striking with Bedford fielding a largely Sunday service band and reaching 
3rd place in the twelve-bell competition.”

Following the move to Oxfordshire, Steve became a little reclusive, and apart from 
two periods when he rang on Sunday mornings at Oxford Cathedral following the 
completion of work to the tower there, and St Paul’s Cathedral, mostly during the 
time  when  John  Chilcott  was  Ringing  Master,  he  did  not  do  much  ringing,  and 
generally lost interest.

A move  from  Leafield  to  Blandford  Avenue  in  Oxford  in  1982  was  to  be  the 
beginning of Steve’s renaissance period as far as bells and ringing was concerned. 

Clive Holloway recalls:



“At that time, ringing at Christ Church mainly consisted of Grandsire and Stedman 
Cinques.  With  Steve’s  encouragement  and  persistence  we  were  able  to  ring 
Cambridge Maximus without it falling apart when trips occurred. We were spurred on 
by such words as “Don’t overshoot the runway” and “Cut out the broken glass on the 
front”. He went on to assist many of us through our first peals of Maximus. He then 
got many of us through our first peals of London and Bristol Major and Royal. We 
had a number of attempts at Bristol Royal with a local band, sometimes having to go 
to towers outside Oxford. Fortunately there were no clocks at any of these towers!”

In 1986 Steve started work to re-hang and eventually replace and augment the bells at 
St Mary Magdalen in Oxford, a project that reached a final conclusion in 2001. Much 
of the work was supported and funded by members of the Oxford University Society. 
Later in 2001, generous donations from Peter Border’s family and friends enabled the 
addition of two trebles to his memory, resulting in a very agreeable 7cwt ring of ten. 
Fittingly, although not intentionally, this was Steve’s final project; his work possibly 
brought to a premature end following a fall from the vestry roof at St Thomas’ that 
resulted in the need for fairly extensive surgery and metal pinning in his shoulder.

The initial work at St Mary Magdelen was followed in 1990 by the re-hanging of the 
bells at Lincoln College, Oxford. Here the unexpected discovery of rot in the frame (a 
consequence of it being built into an old chimney which had effectively become a 
down-pipe), resulted in a far more extensive project than initially planned involving 
Steve in designing and constructing a new foundation grillage and frame.

At about this time, Steve spent several years working for Whites of Appleton, where 
he soon acquired sufficient practical and technical knowledge from Frank and Brian 
to be considered a potential competitor! Whites had been responsible for a project at 
Oxford  Cathedral  on  which  Steve  worked  as  an  employee  and  later,  to  varying 
degrees,  they provided much appreciated professional  advice and the use of their 
workshop facilities for the projects at St Mary Magdalen and Lincoln College.

Shortly  afterwards,  in  1991,  Steve  initiated  another  project  that  over  a  five-year 
period provided another new ring of ten, at St Thomas the Martyr, Oxford. This was 
precipitated  by  the  architect’s  condemnation  of  the  old  bell  frame  and  Steve’s 
contrary  assessment  that  the  problem  was  more  with  its  foundation.  Further 
consideration  during  dismantling,  coupled  with  the  unexpected  availability  of 
additional funds, led to a more extensive project to install a concrete ring beam and 
new grillage and rebuild and extend the frame using the original Webb and Bennett 
design. This was no mean task – the frame being entirely constructed from steel bar 
that Steve cut with an angle grinder and drilled by hand with a pistol drill; and this 
(over 200 sections and one thousand holes) only a relatively minor part of the project! 
It was a typical example of Steve’s ingenuity, and tenacity. But for this, the project (to 
install a new frame) would never have been viable on a commercial basis, even with 
the many generous donations received.



Initially, the cannons were removed and the original bells tuned, with the third recast 
to provide scope for future augmentation. They were re-hung as a six and first rung in 
June 1992. It was Roger Abbot who precipitated the next phase with the generous 
donation of a treble of ten, intentionally leaving a rather obvious gap to be filled! 
With Steve at the helm, this was soon done, the combined attentions of the Church, 
the OUS and the Oxford Society resulting a year later in a very easy going ten.

But this was not to be the end of the story. Steve’s musical ear remained somewhat 
critical and intolerant of the older five bells – even after tuning they were something 
of a compromise by comparison to their modern Taylor counterparts. With his desire 
for  perfection  further  encouraged  by  the  enthusiasm of  Roger  Abbott  and  Clive 
Holloway,  he  set  about  replacing  them  in  two  stages.  Having  recast  the  worst 
offenders  (6,  8,  and  9),  Steve  commented  in  John  Spice’s  book  as  follows:
“As  an  act  of  faith  the  (final)  two  bells  were  cast  on  Good Friday  1996  (these 
irreligious Midlands working habits!), even before the necessary Faculty (or funds) 
was obtained. They were hung during June 1996 and rung for the first time on 30th 
June, thus completing an entirely new ring of ten. A few days later I took a sledge 
hammer to the two old bells – the last of the original six. The result exceeds our best 
expectations: the dream has indeed come true.”

Paul  Mounsey  also  referred  to  Steve’s  desire  for  perfection  when  he  said:
“I think what I will remember most about him is the attention to detail he applied to 
all the many things he got involved in. I bought a set of handbells from him in the late 
80s.  Not  only  did  I  get  the  handbells  but  also  a  set  of  cards  on  which  he  had 
meticulously recorded their tuning characteristics.”

And referring to the Oxford projects he says:
“Here again, he was not content just to put the bells in, he was obsessive about the 
acoustics and spent many hours getting them perfect. He discovered he could actually 
make the two trebles at Mary Mag louder by getting smaller clappers (a longer throw 
with more momentum) for example.”

In relation to St Thomas’ Peter Giles recalls:
“Steve said that the best bit of the job was at the end, when he was breaking up the 
last two buckets (bells) in the churchyard. A member of the public was passing and 
said: 'What a shame! It says 1706 on them.' 'That’s all right,' said Steve; 'it does on 
the new ones too!' ”

Also,  referring  to  the  new  ten,  and  by  then  approaching  the  age  of  60:
“We shall have no more of this 35cwt nonsense. These are a rest home for geriatrics.”

The bells at St Thomas’ are without doubt one of (if not the) best ten of their weight, 
and with regards light rings of ten, something of a pioneering development.



As  if  the  Oxford  projects  were  not  enough,  during  1994  Steve  became  heavily 
involved with a project at Edwalton near Nottingham, assisting Martyn Marriott to 
augment the three bells there, producing a lively and very pleasant little six – all on 
one level in an extremely compact tower. The bells were cast and the work done in 
memory of Martyn’s wife Kate, a close and almost life-long friend who sadly passed 
away in December 1992, and two other former parishioners.

Steve also provided assistance and advice to a number of other projects, perhaps most 
notably at Amersham, Milton, and Campton. Alan Ainsworth, Colin Turner, and John 
Loveless are all  greatly  appreciative of his  advice and support  to their  respective 
projects.

The Oxford restoration work soon led to a resurgence of peal ringing in Oxford; peals 
of London S Major and Royal flowing weekly on Monday and Tuesday evenings 
when  the  University  was  down.  New  compositions  were  produced,  and  Steve 
surpassed Bill Pye’s record for the numbers of peals of London S Major rung and 
conducted. He appropriately conducted his 226th at St Stephen in Brannel, where Bill 
Pye rang his last and 226th peal of London S Major. His final total was 309 peals of 
London S Major (21 of them in hand) of which he conducted 240; the most rung and 
conducted in that method by anyone.

Very sadly,  it  was not  to continue.  In  2007,  following a move to Steventon near 
Abingdon, a new and more diligent GP discovered first  a stomach ulcer that was 
successfully treated, but then further investigation revealed myeloma. For Steve and 
Avril  and  their  many  friends  this  was  devastating  news.  But  encouraged  by  the 
relative success of early treatment, and in spite of his deteriorating condition and 
obvious discomfort, Steve made the best of things, remaining incredibly positive and 
productively engaged in a whole range of new and more manageable interests and 
activities until only two months before he died.

Amongst  these  was  his  work  in  identifying and  manipulating  specialist  scanning 
software that enabled him to convert the disparate layout and typefaces used by The 
Ringing World into a database readable format. This nicely complemented Andrew 
Craddock’s herculean efforts  on PealBase,  enabling another ten or  so years  to be 
added. Even with the software, a considerable amount of manual manipulation was 
required; all the more remarkable that this was achieved, with Avril’s patient help, 
during his final illness.

Other projects included the Peter Border memorial plaque (cast from bell metal and 
now installed at St Mary Magdelen), new compositions (including one for Shelagh 
Melville’s 80th birthday), and the London Major compilation (which he would not 
have completed without generous support from Richard Jones).

His continued enthusiasm to talk about work in hand was quite contagious, and his 
comments  about  ringers  and  ringing  no  less  acute.  It  was  of  course  as  much 



attributable to the devoted love and unstinting care that he received from Avril as it 
was due to his own tenacity and pragmatism. 

Mark Regan recalls his last meeting with Steve:
“… though very ill, Stephen was full of enthusiasm and wry observations. Avril was 
at his side and the strength of their marriage was as evident as it always had been. 
Stephen wasn’t quite so terrifying, though he was still very inspiring. And I’ll always 
remember that lingering smell of pipe tobacco.”

Referring to the record peal of London S Royal at St Thomas’, Frank Rivett recalls 
his final (and somewhat characteristic) meeting with Steve:
“I last saw Stephen after the long peal of London Royal at St Thomas in 2007 when 
his first comment was “you lot took your time” – four and a half peals at an average 
speed of about 2h50m! The bells were perfection to ring on, we were warned not to 
“piss on the floor”, and he recorded all 23,320 changes. And then he was embarrassed 
when we insisted on paying more than £1 a head peal fee!”

Following his time at Oxford University, Steve began his working life as a trainee at 
the George Kent Company in Luton,  then a  leading manufacturer  of process and 
medical  instruments.  He  later  moved  to  Texas  Instruments  who  had  recently 
established  an  operation  in  Bedford,  and  it  was  here  that  he  gained  his  first 
experience  with  early  commercial  computing  and  programming  technology. 
Somewhat unconvinced by the American style of (crisis) management, he followed 
his  instincts  (for  beer),  and  in  the  early  70s  joined  Guinness  at  the  Park  Royal 
brewery, where he became programming manager.

Steve greatly enjoyed good quality draught Guinness, or when it became increasingly 
difficult to find it, the bottled variety. On more than one occasion a search party was 
despatched  during  the  course  of  a  peal  to  trawl  the  area  for  pubs  with  the  all 
important tap, this sometimes resulting in extensive travel to the opposite end of the 
county for both search party and peal band!

In 1972 Steve and Avril moved to The Red House in Ampthill from where Steve went 
into  self  employment,  establishing  his  own  programming  business  as  a  limited 
company, and securing a contract with Blackwells who had recently purchased the 
scientific publishing business of Munksgaard in Copenhagen. This involved him in 
extensive travel, with most of the working week spent in Denmark, and no doubt 
resulted in  the postponement  of  plans for  the Bedford augmentation,  although he 
remained firmly dedicated to leading and developing the band. Following a move to 
Bushmead Avenue  in  Bedford  that  eliminated  the  weekend commute  for  ringing, 
Steve continued to work principally for Blackwells on various contracts and projects. 
His work was increasingly based in Oxford however, and so it was that he and Avril 
moved again, firstly to Leafield and then to Blandford Avenue on the outskirts of 
Oxford.



Steve  ended his  contracts  with  Blackwells  in  1984.  After  this  his  work was less 
regular with several small contracts, perhaps the most fascinating of which concerned 
the custom design and development of hardware and software for the programmable 
control  of  a  tracking  telescope  at  Cambridge  University  Astronomy  department. 
Subsequent employ-ment with Whites of Appleton and his increasing involvement 
and enthusiasm for the various Oxford restoration projects inevitably led to what he 
described as his ‘years of non employment’ when, supported by Avril, he dedicated 
most of his time and financial resources to those projects. They became a full time 
job!

It  would  be  impossible  to  do  justice  to  Steve’s  ringing  achievements  in  a  few 
paragraphs, but standing amongst them are:
Many  pioneering  and  popular  compositions  most  notably  of  Bristol  and  London 
Surprise Major, but also of Grandsire Triples (including a one part), Surprise Royal, 
Grandsire and Stedman Caters and Cinques. Referring to Pealbase, as at mid-2010, 
Steve’s compositions have been rung to 5,202 peals since 1961, almost 2.5% of all 
the peals recorded, and of the 4,701 peals of London Major rung, 1,490 (almost a 
third) have used his compositions.

A total of 1,523 peals (104 in hand) of which he conducted 795 (8 in hand). These 
included 309 peals of London S Major (21 in hand) of which he conducted 240, the 
most rung or conducted by anyone to date, and 163 of London No.3 S Royal.

Record peals: including 16,368 Cambridge S Maximus at Birmingham Cathedral in 
May 1965, then the 12 bell record and 16,559 Grandsire Caters at Appleton in 1968, 
then the Grandsire Caters record.

Conducting Holt’s Original peal of Grandsire Triples 34 times – probably more than 
anyone else – and often on request at short notice.

Two attempts to ring the extent of Bob Major. 20,500 (about half way) in February 
1958 conducted by Denis Knox, and 28,850 in 13 hours and 18 minutes in November 
1959, that Steve conducted. This he stopped after one of the band became temporarily 
entangled  with  his  rope;  an  incident  that  in  Steve’s  view  marred  an  otherwise 
excellent performance, and a decision that caused some controversy.

He was also an accomplished handbell ringer, ringing 104 peals, most of them at 15 
Harford  Drive  Watford,  with  John  Mayne  and  Dorothea,  and  Roger  and  Kath 
Baldwin.

Roger Baldwin writes:
“Kath  and I  first  met  Stephen in 1956.  We were staying in  Bedfordshire  and he 
invited us back to his home in Houghton Conquest to ring a handbell peal – his first.  
It was just before he went to Oxford as a Scholar, and he was busy making his own 



gown – no mean task and typical of how versatile he was. We scored the peal, of 
course, Plain Bob Minor. He said never again!

The next one with us was London Surprise Major at Bushey in 1965, followed by 
Bristol Surprise Major a few weeks later, and then two of London conducted by him. 
There were two further main periods with the Watford band from 1971 to 1973, and 
again from 1977 to 1979. During this time he rang many peals of London Major and 
Royal  and  Bristol  Major  and  Royal;  peals  of  Spliced  Surprise  Major  (up  to  12 
methods)  and  Royal  (up  to  22  methods),  Stedman  Caters  and  Cinques,  Bristol 
Maximus, Wimborne Surprise Royal, and a variety of Surprise Major methods. One 
of his last peals was Holts Original which he called in 1975, one of his specialities, 
and his last handbell peal was, of course, London Surprise Major (at Campton on 3rd 
June 2005).

Stephen enjoyed ringing one of the fixed pairs, and was very good at it; an accurate 
striker and method ringer, and a good person to have around in a crisis. He was also 
excellent  company,  and would entertain us  with his  views on a  variety  of  topics 
which had captured his interest, especially the tuning and hanging of bells, and of 
course the merits of different bells and ringers.”

Andrew  Craddock  has  supplied  the  following  analysis  based  on  information 
contained in Pealbase and Steve’s early peal books.

Peals mostly rung (conducted) for:

Bedfordshire Association: 539 (418)
Oxford Society: 265 (158)
Hertford CA: 115 (9)
ASCY: 97 (9)
OUS: 74 (28)

Methods mostly rung (conducted):

London Surprise Major: 309 (240)
London No.3 Surprise Royal: 163 (91)
Bristol Surprise Major: 96 (58)
Stedman Cinques: 90 (12)
Cambridge Surprise Royal: 64 (34)
Stedman Caters: 63 (16)
Cambridge Surprise Maximus: 54 (21)
Grandsire Triples: 49 (40)
Bristol Surprise Royal: 48 (27)
Grandsire Caters: 44 (24)

Towers where peals were mostly rung (conducted):



Bedford St Paul: 194 (156)
Oxford St Thomas the Martyr: 192 (90)
Oxford St Mary Magdalen: 98 (60)
Maulden: 75 (53)
Husborne Crawley: 36 (32)

Steve’s final peal was at St Thomas’ Oxford on 23rd April 2007, for the Oxford 
Society when he rang the treble to Bristol Surprise Royal, conducted by David C 
Brown.

Steve was an Honorary Life Member of the Bedfordshire Association at the time of 
his death. He also previously served as Association Secretary (1962-1963) and Peal 
Secretary  (1956-1963  and  1976-1980).  He  represented  the  OUS  on  the  Central 
Council between 1960 and 1968, and subsequently served as an Honorary Member 
from 1970 to 1980. He was also Secretary of the Oxford Society from 1988 until 
1995. Steve was elected a member of the Ancient Society of College Youths on 24th 
September 1955. He was also a member of the St Paul’s Cathedral Guild from 1978 
until 1983, and subsequently as a supernumerary, he supported the Sunday Service 
ringing there at various times up until the early 90s.

However, his ambitions and greatest contributions to the ringing world were surely 
not in any official capacity, office, or high position, but much more at grass-roots 
level in the bells and the ringers that he created, and the many happy memories that 
remain.

So what of those memories? Well perhaps contrary to the façade and his apparently 
temperamental  and  sometimes  abrupt  manner,  Steve  was  very  genuine  and 
extraordinarily generous, not only with his time and expertise but also with money 
and possessions. He was never possessive in a material sense and his support for the 
numerous  projects  instigated  by  him  and  others  often  took  precedence  over  his 
personal situation and needs. He was also very considerate and concerned for the 
welfare of close friends, especially in times of trouble or difficulty. As a leader he had 
a clear vision of what he was trying to achieve and although his methods could be 
indirect and somewhat unconventional, they were usually very successful. He was 
driven by a desire and ability to create something better and of lasting benefit  to 
others  –  he  had  a  tremendous  sense  of  purpose.  Combined  with  this  he  was 
extraordinarily skilled and talented; quick to discover and learn new things. But he 
was also a perfectionist – aspiring to achieve the very best that was possible, and he 
encouraged  and  inspired  others  to  do  likewise.  He  had  a  disdainful  regard  for 
anything that might be regarded as lacking maximum effort or being sub standard. 
But  finally,  and  more  than  any  of  these  things,  the  tremendous  courage  and 
determination that Steve showed during his final years of illness was an inspiration to 
all who knew him.



The high esteem in which Steve is held was clearly evident from the very many 
tributes  that  have  been  written,  and  spoken,  and  the  attendance  at  his  memorial 
service held at St Thomas the Martyr Oxford on February 22nd, when despite the 
very severe weather and travel warnings, well over 200 of Steve and Avril’s friends, 
mostly ringers, came to ring his bells, pay their final tributes, and share his wish that 
with Avril, we hold a wake to celebrate his life and work. It was a very fitting and 
moving end for a man who was considered by many to be “the greatest ringer of his 
generation”.

Stephen Stanford


